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A FIELD GUIDE TO ICE
James H C Fenton

Water is ubiquitous on earth, but it is perhaps in polar
regions that it really comes into its own, domina�ng the
landscape in its three iden��es – gas, solid and liquid.
There are the clouds of condensed water vapour above,
there is the solid ice covering land and sea, and there is the
surrounding sea itself. All is water.

This book concentrates on one type: water when frozen. It
illustrates the remarkable array of forms that ice can take:
from delicate snowflakes and hair ice, so� and harmless, to
the ice of destruc�ve avalanches.

Ice may be rela�vely so� as solids go, but it can shape
mountains. Hence the book also gives an introduc�on to
the landforms that the momentum of moving ice can carve
out of the landscape.

The book interprets what is visible to the naked eye and
does not go into the detail of the processes involved, such
as how glaciers move or how freezing and thawing of ice
can give rise to complex pa�erns in the soil.
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PART 1. SEA ICE – Frozen sea & Floating glacier ice

Signy Island from Reid Island,
South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca



Frost smoke is mist caused by water vapour condensing when warm air passes over a cold sea. This shows
frozen sea in the foreground with open water in the distance, as indicated by the presence of frost smoke
which is catching the evening sun. Icebergs are also visible.

Loca�on: South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

FROST SMOKE
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As the sea begins to freeze, small needle-like crystals of ice form, termed frazil. These build up to cover the
whole water surface, clumping together to form grease ice (illustrated above) – so called because it gives
the water a greasy or oily appearance.

Loca�on: Larsen Strait, Canada

YOUNG SEA ICE – Frazil Ice & Grease Ice
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Unlike freshwater, seawater does not freeze as a solid mass but as thin, interlocking plates of ice with brine
in-between. In calm condi�ons the ice will con�nue to thicken to form smooth areas of ice, termed nilas
when under 10 cm thick – visible here catching the sun, with some older sea ice in the foreground. In
contrast to freshwater ice, nilas is flexible and will bend if walked on.

Loca�on: Signy Island, South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

YOUNG SEA ICE – Nilas
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If there are waves or a slight swell the newly formed ice breaks up into ‘pancakes’. The con�nual jostling
gives them rounded edges.

Loca�on: Signy Island, South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

YOUNG SEA ICE – Pancake ice
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Newly formed sea ice is dark in colour because it contains few air bubbles to reflect light. The above picture
shows an area of open water between ice floes which has recently frozen over. As winter progresses and the
sea ice thickens, the incorporated brine drains downwards and the ice hardens to become more like
freshwater ice.

Loca�on: South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

YOUNG SEA ICE – New ice
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Because young sea ice is porous, water vapour can rise up through it, condensing at the surface to produce
delicate ice crystals called ice flowers, as illustrated above.

Loca�on: South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

YOUNG SEA ICE – Ice flowers
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A close-up of ice flowers.

Loca�on: South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

Ice flowers catching the sun on newly
frozen sea.

Loca�on: South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

A snow petrel on ice flowers.

Loca�on: South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

YOUNG SEA ICE – Ice flowers
(continued)



Fast ice is sea ice a�ached to the land and not dri�ing about with the wind and currents – so-called because
it is ‘fast’ to the shore. The above picture shows new fast ice in a small bay.

Loca�on: Signy Island, South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

FAST ICE
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This shows the edge of fast ice with open
sea beyond.

Loca�on: Signy Island, South Orkney Islands,
Antarc�ca

A ship disembarking passengers onto fast ice;
note that fast ice has a smooth surface.

Loca�on: Port Lockroy, Antarc�c Peninsula

Mel�ng fast ice in a �ord at the end of winter,
showing pools of meltwater on the surface.

Loca�on: Hornsund, Spitsbergen, Svalbard

FAST ICE (continued)
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Fast ice rises and falls with the
�de, resul�ng in a hinge zone next
to the shore called a �de crack.

Loca�on: East Greenland

This shows the �de crack in the
spring when the sea ice is
mel�ng. The �de crack is a line of
weakness and results in the main
body of ice not being firmly
a�ached to the shore, so that it
can easily blow out with
an offshore wind.

Loca�on: Is�ord, Spitsbergen,
Svalbard

FAST ICE – Tide crack
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Fast ice rises and falls with the �de against a ver�cal face of ice frozen to the shore, with the �de crack
in-between. The ice frozen to the shore is called the ice foot.

Loca�on: Signy Island, South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

FAST ICE – Ice foot
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A ver�cal ice foot visible at
low �de.

Loca�on: East Greenland

When fast ice breaks up in the
spring, the ice foot may remain as
a strip of ver�cal ice along the
shoreline as visible on the right.

Loca�on: Signy Island,
South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

FAST ICE – Ice foot
(continued)
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Ice floes are Individual blocks of frozen sea and are low and flat-topped in comparison to ice origina�ng from
glaciers (icebergs). The ones shown here have a covering of snow. The rounded edges are formed by
con�nual collisions between flows. Where floes are grouped together they are termed pack ice.

Loca�on: West side of Antarc�c Peninsula

ICE FLOE
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Ice floes grouped or ‘packed
together’ are termed pack ice,
here showing the edge of the pack
ice which covers the Arc�c ocean.
It can also be called ‘dri� ice’
because, unlike fast ice which is
‘fast to the shore’, it dri�s around
with the wind and currents.

Loca�on: North of Jan Mayen

In summer there is open water
between ice floes, allowing for
easier naviga�on by ice-
strengthened ships.

Loca�on: West side of
Antarc�c Peninsula

PACK ICE – Summer
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The cover of pack ice is measured in tenths.

This shows open pack ice with
2/10ths cover of floes.

Loca�on: West side of Antarc�c Peninsula

This shows 5/10ths cover.

Loca�on: Svalbard

Close pack ice, with 10/10ths cover.

Loca�on: West side of Antarc�c Peninsula

PACK ICE – Cover
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SINGLE YEAR ICE

Where the pack ice melts each
year, the floes are thin and not
more than a year old – as
illustrated on the le�.

Loca�on: Edge of the Arc�c pack ice
north of Jan Mayen

MULTI-YEAR ICE

In some loca�ons floes can exist for
more than a year without mel�ng,
par�cularly in the high Arc�c and in
some Antarc�c loca�ons. Such
mul�-year ice is thicker and rougher,
some�mes including old pressure
ridges. With global warming, it is
becoming less common. Meltwater
pools are visible on the ice.

Loca�on: Beaufort Sea

PACK ICE – Age
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In summer, mul�-year ice is o�en dirty in colour, as illustrated above. This is because any dust, dirt or algae
become concentrated on the surface as the overlying snow and ice melts; this also happens in the abla�on
zone of glaciers – see the lower picture on page 55.

Loca�on: Is�ord, Spitsbergen, Svalbard

PACK ICE – Multi-year ice (continued)
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With the onset of winter the water
between the floes freezes, locking
them together into a compact
mass. This shows such floes at the
beginning of winter, with the
individual floes s�ll visible.

Loca�on: South Orkney Islands,
Antarc�ca

As winter progresses snow cover
smooths over the surface of the
frozen pack ice.

Loca�on: South Orkney Islands,
Antarc�ca

PACK ICE – Winter
Frozen-together floes
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An overview of Antarc�c pack ice in winter showing frozen-together floes (the rougher areas) with new ice
having formed over previous areas of open water (smooth areas). Icebergs, including tabular icebergs have
become frozen into the pack ice.

Loca�on: The Weddell Sea south of the South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

PACK ICE – Winter (continued)
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Spindri� is the name given to snow blowing along with the wind, shown here catching the sun as it moves
over the frozen sea. The term ‘spindri�’ is also used for sea-spray whipped up by a strong wind. See also
page 75.

Loca�on: South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

PACK ICE – Spindrift
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A strong wind can cause sea ice to crack, with
broken ice pushed or ‘ra�ed’ over other ice. This

picture shows how pack ice in the distance is
being blown into fast ice, causing ra�ing.

Loca�on: South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

This shows piles of ice debris along the shore
from fast ice which has been ra�ed shorewards

in a strong wind.

Loca�on: South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

An example of smooth new ice broken up and
ra�ed by a strong wind.

Loca�on: South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

PACK ICE – Rafting
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Pack ice is mobile, moving around with wind
and currents. On occasions floes can be
pushed over each other (ra�ing) from the
pressure of the ice during strong winds or
currents, some�mes resul�ng in long ridges
called pressure ridges.

Loca�on: South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

An example of an up-ended floe in a pressure
ridge. Such ridges can make travel across pack
ice difficult.

Loca�on: South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

This shows an old pressure ridge, smoothed by
snow cover, with an an up-ended floe.

Loca�on: South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

PACK ICE – Pressure ridge
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LEAD
A lead is a line of open water

through dense pack ice.
A polynya is a lead in the same

place throughout the winter,
where currents keep floes away

and prevent the sea
from freezing.

Loca�on: South Orkney Islands,
Antarc�ca

WATER SKY & ICE BLINK
Because water is darker than ice, the

posi�on of leads and open water can be
deduced from the presence of a water sky:
that is clouds which are darker than those

which are underlit by reflec�ons off ice.
Such a dark water sky is visible beyond the

iceberg in the top picture.

The opposite of a water sky is ice blink: the
presence of pack ice in the distance can be
determined if the distant clouds are bright
on their underside owing to the reflec�on

of light off the ice. Such ice blink is here
visible above the pack ice in the distance.

Loca�on: Beaufort Sea

PACK ICE – Lead,
Water Sky & Ice Blink
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In winter fast ice is frozen to the shore and also frozen to the pack ice out to sea. In spring, or in periods of
strong winds or swell, the ice breaks-up, with open water appearing between the ice floes. This photograph
shows fast ice in the foreground breaking-up into angular floes; these floes become more rounded over �me
as they jostle one another. Many leads and icebergs are also visible here in the distance.

Loca�on: South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

BREAK-UP
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ICE SHELF
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Ice shelves are extensive, thick, flat areas of floa�ng glacier ice, a�ached to the land. They get thicker each
year as snowfall builds up, and also generally flow slowly seaward as they are pushed outwards by land-
based glaciers. They are common in Antarc�ca but rare and declining in the Arc�c.

Loca�on: East side of Antarc�c Peninsula



STRATIGRAPHY
Ice shelves and ice piedmonts get
thicker each year as snow builds up.
The layers of snow can be visible on
ice cliffs, and each layer may equate
to one year’s snowfall. Such
stra�graphy is here visible on a
tabular iceberg derived from an
ice shelf.

Loca�on: South Orkney Islands,
Antarc�ca

MELTING
Ice shelves and tabular icebergs melt
at their base from warmer sea water.
This photograph shows how mel�ng
has undercut the ice cliff, with the
ice at the edge liable to collapse
(calve) into the sea.

Loca�on: Danger Islands, northeast
Antarc�c Peninsula

ICE SHELF –
Stratigraphy & Melting
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A tabular iceberg is a large, flat-topped iceberg
calved from ice shelves, as visible in the
distance. Icebergs tend to dri� with the

currents, unlike pack ice which dri�s with both
wind and currents.

Loca�on: South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

Global warming has caused the break-up of the
northern end of the Larsen Ice Shelf, located at the

northeastern end of the Antarc�c Peninsula. This
resulted in the forma�on of many tabular icebergs,
visible in this picture where they have run aground

off the Danger Islands.

Loca�on: Danger Islands, northeast Antarc�c Peninsula

This tabular iceberg has �pped up owing to
calving and mel�ng changing the balance of the
ice. Tabular bergs can be iden�fied by their flat
tops, but as they erode they can develop into a

mul�tude of shapes as shown in the top picture.

Loca�on: South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

TABULAR ICEBERG
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ICE CLIFFS
Ver�cal cliffs of ice formed
where glacier ice meets the sea
(or a lake).
Loca�on: Nordaustlandet, Svalbard

CALVING
The term used when ice breaks off
ice cliffs to form icebergs, bergy
bits, growlers and brash.

Loca�on: Northwest Spitsbergen,
Svalbard

ICE CLIFF & CALVING



ICEBERGS, BERGY BITS & GROWLERS
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Floa�ng glacier ice is defined according to its height above the water:
Icebergs have more than 5 metres (15 feet) above the water.
Bergy bits are smaller with 1-5 (3-15 feet) metres above the water.
Growlers are small bits of ice with less than 1 metre (3 feet) showing above the waterline.

Loca�on: West side of the Antarc�c Peninsula
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ICEBERG
Large blocks of floa�ng glacier ice with more than
5 metres (15 feet) above the waterline.
Antarc�c icebergs derived from less dense ice
shelves have about 4/5ths of their mass
underwater; Arc�c icebergs which derive from
denser glaciers have about 7/8ths underwater.

Loca�on: South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

BERGY BIT
Similar to icebergs but smaller, with 1-5 metres
(3-15 feet) above the water.

Loca�on: South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

GROWLER
Smaller s�ll, with only 1 metre (3 feet) above the
water. Here visible around the boat, with bergy
bits & icebergs beyond. Growlers are a hazard to
shipping because they can be hard to see in
rough seas.

Loca�on: South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

ICEBERGS, BERGY BITS &
GROWLERS (continued)
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Small fragments of ice in the water are
termed brash ice: they are the last stage

of a mel�ng iceberg.

Loca�on: Antarc�c Peninsula

A close-up of brash ice.

Loca�on: Antarc�c Peninsula

Brash ice and growlers washed up on the
shore at low �de.

Loca�on: Signy Island, South Orkney Islands,
Antarc�ca

BRASH ICE
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Rocks and rock debris which fall onto a glacier
through erosion accumulate to form moraines
(see page 63). This shows a moraine on a glacier
ending in an ice cliff.

Loca�on: South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

This is a close-up of the ice cliff in the previous
picture, showing that the ice associated with
moraines has a dirty colour due to the presence
of sediment. When such moraines calve into the
sea they form dirty icebergs.

Loca�on: South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

A small dirty iceberg containing rock debris.
When an iceberg melts under water a smooth
surface is formed. The smooth surface here
shows that this iceberg has �pped over, the
current surface having once been underwater.

Loca�on: South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

DIRTY ICEBERG
from glacial moraines
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Mel�ng and calving can result in a mul�tude of
iceberg shapes as the bergs erode and �p over.
The right-hand edge of this iceberg is unstable

and about to fall into the sea, changing the
balance and stability of the berg.

Loca�on: Ilulissat, West Greenland

Underwater ice melts to a smooth profile. When
an iceberg rolls over, this smooth surface will

now be above the water – see the picture of the
dirty iceberg on the previous page. The iceberg
here is smooth both top and bo�om, indica�ng

it was once underwater. Subsequently, ice has
broken off at the sides, giving a rough profile.

Loca�on: Eclipse Sound, Baffin Island

It is likely that the icebergs here are derived from
tabular icebergs, as indicated by the flat top of
one of the bergs; the others have eroded into a

wide variety of shapes. They are grounded in the
shallow water around the South Orkney Islands,

having dri�ed north through the Weddell Sea.
Loca�on: South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

ICEBERG EROSION
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The le� end of this iceberg has an overhang above the current waterline because the rela�vely warm
seawater is mel�ng the ice. Previous waterlines are visible from when the iceberg was deeper in the water
before mel�ng and calving. A polar bear ea�ng a seal is also visible, overlooked by an ivory gull.

Loca�on: Svalbard



OVERVIEW OF SEA ICE FEATURES
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A seascape showing tabular icebergs, other eroded icebergs and bergy bits of mul�ple shapes, frozen pack
ice (rough), new ice (smooth) and leads (open water).

Loca�on: The Weddell Sea, south of the South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca
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Below: The Antarc�c Peninsula –
a glaciated landscape

PART 2. LAND ICE – Glaciers & Glacial Features



ICE SHEET
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Ice sheets cover an en�re landscape and are present in Antarc�ca and Greenland only. The smooth horizon
here is the Greenland Ice Sheet, completely smothering the land beneath.

Loca�on: East Greenland
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An ice cap is unconfined, dome-shaped glacier ice found on the tops of mountains and islands. A glacier
tongue with ice cliffs is visible in the middle distance.

Loca�on: East side of Antarc�c Peninsula



ICE CAP (continued)
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This shows an ice cap covering the higher al�tudes of an island in the Arc�c.

Loca�on: Devon Island, Canada
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This is a small island completely covered by an
ice cap.

Loca�on: West side of Antarc�c Peninsula

A large island completely covered by an ice cap is
visible in the distance, with ice cliffs where the
ice meets the sea.

Loca�on: Nordaustlandet, Svalbard

This is the top of a small ice cap showing its
smooth, rounded profile. Unlike icefields, in ice
caps the glacier ice flows outwards from the
centre unconstrained by topography.

Loca�on: Signy Island, South Orkney Islands,
Antarc�ca

ICE CAP (continued)



GLACIER
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A glacier is a stream of ice flowing downhill under gravity, the ice origina�ng from snow which has fallen,
accumulated and consolidated at the uphill end.

Loca�on: Beagle Channel, Tierra del Fuego
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VALLEY GLACIER
A glacier confined within valley walls, in contrast
to an ice cap which is unconstrained. The one
shown here ends in ice cliffs at the sea.

Loca�on: South Georgia, sub-Antarc�c

HANGING GLACIER
A small glacier above a valley or above a valley
glacier, as shown on the right of this picture. In
this case the glacier is emerging from the ice cap
visible behind. When the glacier retreats, it
leaves behind a valley termed a ‘hanging valley’.

Loca�on: Tierra del Fuego, Chile

CORRIE or CIRQUE GLACIER
A small glacier confined to a ‘bowl’ in a
mountain. Also visible here are the accumula�on
zone, equilibrium line and abla�on zone.

Loca�on: Corona�on Island, South Orkney Islands,
Antarc�ca

GLACIER – Valley, Hanging &
Corrie
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PIEDMONT GLACIER
A glacier which spreads out in all direc�ons

when it reaches level ground at its snout.
Shown here is a small piedmont glacier

draining a small ice cap.

Loca�on: Signy Island, South Orkney Islands,
Antarc�ca

ICE PIEDMONT
An area of gently-sloping ice between the

glaciated mountains and the sea, shown by
arrows in the two pictures.

Right: West side of Antarc�c Peninsula

Below: Prins Karls Forland, Svalbard
(picture taken in 1982)

GLACIER – PiedmontPART 2.
LAND ICE
Glaciers

PART 2a
LAND ICE
Glaciers
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An icefield is an area of glacier ice similar to an ice cap but with with nunataks present and with the
direc�on of ice flow constrained and directed by the underlying topography.

Loca�on: Hornsund, Spitsbergen, Svalbard
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A thin mass of permanent ice adhering to a mountainside, but too small to move downhill as a glacier, is
termed an ice apron. In this picture the hard, permanent ice (blue �nged) is surrounded by whiter snow.

Loca�on: West Norway
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GLACIER SNOUT

The downhill end of a glacier, also
known as the terminus. This shows
the snout of a valley glacier,
ending in gently sloping ice.

Loca�on: Spitsbergen, Svalbard

GLACIER TONGUE

The snout of a glacier which is
floa�ng on the sea, extending
outwards like a tongue.

Loca�on: East side of
Antarc�c Peninsula

GLACIER –
Snout & Tongue
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A glacier snout in 1975, when
the glacier reached the sea. Note

the meltwater stream on the
right emerging from underneath

the glacier.
Loca�on: Beagle Channel,

Tierra del Fuego

GLACIAL RETREAT

The same view in 1998, showing
how the ice has melted back, no

longer reaching the sea. Recently
exposed rock is pale coloured

owing to the absence of lichens.
Note the meltwater stream

on the le�.
Loca�on: Beagle Channel,

Tierra del Fuego
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This glacier has been mel�ng, with
its snout retrea�ng backwards in
recent years owing to a warming climate.
With glacial retreat, rocks newly exposed
from under the ice show their natural
colour, but over �me they become darker
as they become colonised by lichens.

The TRIMLINE is the top of the pale area,
showing the height the glacier once
reached. Most glaciers in the world are
retrea�ng due to global warming.

Loca�on: Northwest Spitsbergen, Svalbard

This shows the snout of a retrea�ng
glacier, together with its lateral and
terminal moraines. These are holding
back meltwater to form a meltwater lake
with cloudy water owing to the presence
of rock flour. Note that, although the
snout is retrea�ng, the ice in the glacier
will s�ll be moving downhill.

Loca�on: East Greenland
Photo. Sue Fenton

GLACIAL RETREAT &
TRIMLINE
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A glacier in the Swiss Alps showing glacial retreat in recent years. When this picture was taken in 1980 the
snout of the glacier was just visible, the paler rocks below indica�ng that previously it reached the valley
floor (in 1900). The snout has now retreated back and is no longer visible from this loca�on.

Loca�on: Rhône Glacier, Swiss Alps
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Ice is blue because red light is
absorbed by water. Glacier ice
forms when snow crystals combine
and consolidate over �me into
hard ice. Most of the air present in the
original unconsolidated snow escapes,
but some air bubbles become
incorporated into the ice. These reflect
light, so that glacier ice is blue-white
and not transparent. This picture is a
close-up of glacier ice which also
contains a lens of transparent ice
derived from water entering a crevasse
and freezing.

Loca�on: Greenland

This shows an iceberg made of glacier
ice, but also containing a band of
rela�vely transparent water ice on the
right glowing blue in the sun. There is
also dark ice visible, indica�ng the
presence of moraine, sugges�ng that
this ice is from the edge or base of a
glacier.
Loca�on: South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

GLACIER ICE
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A nunatak is mountain or hill top surrounded by ice, emerging through an ice sheet, glacier or icefield. A
windscoop is visible on the le� side of the nunatak.

Loca�on: Corona�on Island, South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca
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ACCUMULATION ZONE
The zone of an ice sheet, ice cap, icefield or
glacier at higher eleva�ons where snow
accumulates, i.e. annual snow fall exceeds
annual melt. The surface is snow-covered and
white all year, and crevasses are o�en hidden by
snow bridges.

ABLATION ZONE
The lower part of a glacier, where mel�ng exceeds
snow fall. At the end of summer the surface is
hard, bare ice and o�en dirty white, with
crevasses and moraines visible.

EQUILIBRIUM LINE
The line across a glacier at the end of summer,
separa�ng the accumula�on zone from the
abla�on zone. In Antarc�ca, this line can be at sea
level, with all the ice lost by calving from ice cliffs,
or underwater mel�ng, rather than by surface
mel�ng.

Loca�on: Lomonosovfonna, Spitsbergen, Svalbard

GLACIER ZONES
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This shows a small glacier at the
end of summer where the

abla�on zone is greater in extent
than the white snow-covered
accumula�on zone, indica�ng

that this glacier is retrea�ng and
likely to eventually disappear.

Loca�on: Western Norway

GLACIER ZONES
(continued)

The abla�on zone of a glacier at the
end of summer showing dark, dirt-

covered ice and crevasses. The
white accumula�on zone is visible

in the distance below the cliffs, but
its small extent indicates a

retrea�ng glacier. Rocks fallen onto
the ice (moraine) are also visible.
This is the upper part of the same

glacier shown on page 50.

Loca�on: Rhône glacier,
Swiss Alps (in 1980)
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A crevasse is a crack in the surface
of a glacier caused by stretching of
the ice as it moves downhill over
convex slopes, or above ice falls
and ice cliffs.

Loca�on: Newtontoppen,
Spitsbergen, Svalbard

A snow-filled crevasse in the
abla�on zone of a glacier. The
white accumula�on zone is visible
in the distance. The ice surface in
the abla�on zone is dirty is because
any dust blown onto the glacier
becomes concentrated on the
surface as the ice melts.

Loca�on: Signy Island,
South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

CREVASSE
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A bergschrund is the crevasse at
the top of a glacier separa�ng
sta�onary ice adhering to the

mountainside from the moving
ice of the glacier, indicated here

by arrows.

Loca�on: Antarc�c Peninsula

BERGSCHRUND

Loca�on: Pennine Alps, Switzerland
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A bridge of snow over a crevasse.
The presence of a crevasse is
some�mes indicated by a
depression in the snow where the
snow bridge has subsided, as
visible here in the distance.

Loca�on: Signy Island,
South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

Snow bridges can be used to cross
crevasses, although care has to be
taken as they can collapse when
being crossed.

Loca�on: Kvitbreen, Spitsbergen,
Svalbard

SNOW BRIDGE
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This shows an icecap beyond the frozen sea. When the air temperature is very cold, the air in a crevasse can
be warmer and so rise up and condense as mist. Such a smoking crevasse is visible here.

Loca�on: Corona�on Island, South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca
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Heavily broken ice where a glacier goes down a steep slope is termed an ice fall, in this case below an ice
cap. Snow bridges over crevasses are visible above the ice fall.

Loca�on: West side of Antarc�c Peninsula
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Seracs are pillars or blocks of ice
surrounded by crevasses in

ice falls. This shows many small
seracs in a fast-moving glacier.

Loca�on: Beagle Channel,
Tierra del Fuego

SERAC

Large seracs on a slower-moving
glacier.

Loca�on: West side of
Antarc�c Peninsula
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Where ice sheets, ice caps,
icefields or glaciers meet the sea
(or a lake) they end in ice cliffs. This
shows the cliffs at the snout of a
glacier.

Loca�on: Is�ord, Spitsbergen,
Svalbard

In this case there are ice cliffs
where an ice cap meets the sea.

Loca�on: Anvers Island,
Antarc�c Peninsula

ICE CLIFF
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The term used when ice breaks off ice cliffs or
icebergs. This shows unstable ice about to

break off the snout of a glacier.

Loca�on: Spitsbergen, Svalbard

The face of an ice cliff is a deeper blue where it
has recently calved, as visible in the centre of

the one illustrated here.

Loca�on: Spitsbergen, Svalbard

The blue colour indicates that this is an ac�vely
calving ice cliff, with some recently calved ice (a

growler) floa�ng to the right of the boat.

Loca�on: Spitsbergen, Svalbard

CALVING
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Eroded rocks and rock debris
which fall onto a glacier, or are
picked up at the base of a glacier,
are termed moraine. In the
accumula�on zone, rocks become
incorporated into the ice as the glacier
thickens. In contrast, as the ice melts in
the abla�on zone, the rocks become
concentrated at the surface. This
picture of the snout of a glacier shows
rocks and debris accumulated both at
the surface and incorporated in the ice.
Loca�on: South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

LATERAL MORAINE

A moraine formed from rocks
falling onto the side of a glacier,
o�en forming, as here, a ridge in
the abla�on zone.

Loca�on: Northwest Spitsbergen,
Svalbard

GLACIAL MORAINE
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MEDIAL MORAINE
A moraine in the middle of a glacier formed

when two glaciers merge, the two lateral
moraines becoming a medial one.

Top picture: The glacier in the middle has been
squeezed between two larger glaciers,

resul�ng in two medial moraines.
Trimlines are also visible on the nunataks.

Loca�on: Smeerenburg Fjord, Spitsbergen, Svalbard

Middle picture: A large glacier with medial
moraines, indica�ng the merging

of three glaciers.
Loca�on: Kronebreen, Spitsbergen, Svalbard

TERMINAL MORAINE
Glaciers erode and pick up rocks under the ice at

their base as they flow downhill, and these are
deposited at the snout to form a terminal

moraine. Trimlines can also be seen here. See
also the lower picture of page 49.

Loca�on: Northwest Spitsbergen, Svalbard

GLACIAL MORAINE (continued)
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A lake formed from mel�ng snow
or ice, either on a glacier or ice
sheet, or at the margins. See also
the lower picture of page 49.

Loca�on: Kongsvegen, Spitsbergen,
Svalbard

Loca�on: Formidablebreen,
Spitsbergen, Svalbard

MELTWATER LAKE PART 2b
LAND ICE
Glacial
Features
in the
Abla�on
Zone
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MELTWATER STREAM
A stream derived from mel�ng snow or ice,

either on a glacier or at its margins.

Loca�on: Kongsvegen, Spitsbergen, Svalbard

Meltwater streams tend to be fast flowing and
are a hazard to naviga�on during the spring

and summer melt.

Loca�on: Ebbabreen, Spitsbergen, Svalbard

MOULIN
A sink hole in a glacier into which a meltwater

stream descends.

Loca�on: Kongsvegen, Spitsbergen, Svalbard

MELTWATER STREAM
& MOULIN

PART 2b
LAND ICE
Glacial
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in the
Abla�on
Zone
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GLACIER TABLE

A boulder on a glacier si�ng on a
pedestal of ice. The rock has
protected the underlying ice from
mel�ng.

Loca�on: Signy Island,
South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

DIRT CONE

A thin layer of dark rock debris on a
glacier absorbs heat and speeds-up
the mel�ng of the ice. In contrast, a
thick layer provides insula�on and
protects the ice underneath from
mel�ng; as the unprotected
surrounding ice melts away, the
result is a debris-covered cone.
Loca�on: South Georgia, sub-Antarc�c

GLACIER TABLE &
DIRT CONE

PART 2b
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Showing:
Accumula�on zone (in this case the whole glacier), icefalls, crevasses, seracs, ice piedmont (on the right),
ice cliffs, calved ice (icebergs, bergy bits, growlers).

Loca�on: Adelaide Island, Antarc�c Peninsula
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Snow forms in clouds when
water vapour condenses and
freezes, the ice crystals then

falling to earth under gravity. The
shape of the crystals depends on

the air temperature and
humidity, varying from simple

needles to complex six-pointed
stars.

Loca�on: Scotland

SNOW

Large flakes form when smaller
flakes collide and interlock, and

such interlocking snow flakes can
build-up, even on narrow

tree branches.

Loca�on: Scotland
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Snow which falls in calm condi�ons
with the temperature below
freezing remains so� and
unconsolidated: powder snow.
There is no cohesion between the
snowflakes, and snowballs are
difficult to make.

Loca�on: Scotland

If the temperature is warmer, snow
is wet and s�cky owing to the
presence of liquid water, and
snowballs are easy to make. This
picture shows snow at or just
above freezing, with s�cky snow
a�ached to a dog.

Loca�on: Scotland

POWDER SNOW
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Over �me, as fallen snow warms and cools, the
ice crystals become larger and consolidate. Such
old snow is termed firn or nevée. O�en it has a

surface with numerous shallow dimples, as here.

Loca�on: Scotland

This shows an old snowdri� at the end of winter
composed of firn.

Loca�on: Scotland

When frozen, such old snow is hard and can be
walked across without sinking in; when unfrozen

it is wet and slushy to walk through. In the
accumula�on zone of glaciers, where snow

survives into the following year, the firn
eventually consolidates into glacier ice.

Loca�on: Scotland

FIRN
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Microscopic plants (algae) can grow directly on
the surface of snow and ice, growing in the water
surrounding the ice par�cles. Green snow is
found on snowdri�s or on permanent ice in
places where bird droppings fer�lise the snow.

Loca�on: Spitsbergen, Svalbard

Red snow is caused by red-coloured algae such as
Chlamydomonas nivalis, and is par�cularly common at
the end of summer when the microscopic plants
become concentrated on the surface as the ice melts.
This shows a small ice cap on an island in Antarc�ca
coloured red by snow algae, with some green snow on
the far right. The ice cap has no accumula�on zone
and so over �me will melt away.

Loca�on: West side of Antarc�c Peninsula

Two snowballs, one made of green snow and one
made of red snow.

Algae (diatoms) also grow on the underside of ice
floes, colouring them brown. These are a major
source of food for zooplankton, and contribute to
the high produc�vity of polar seas.

Loca�on: West side of Antarc�c Peninsula

SNOW ALGAE – Green & red snow
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A snowdri� is a non-permanent accumula�on of snow, i.e one which does not survive from one year to the
next. It can also be called a snow patch. In contrast, an ice apron is a patch of permanent snow/ice too small
to be a glacier (see page 46). This snowdri� would have originated below a cornice during the winter, the
remains of which are visible at the top. Snowdri�s tend to become dir�er as they melt because any dust in
the snow accumulates at the surface as the snow melts. Loca�on: Scotland
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Fallen snow blown along by the
wind, consis�ng of fine par�cles of
ice is called spindri�. See also
page 21.

Loca�on: Scotland

The stronger the wind, the higher
the spindri� is li�ed off the ground.
The fine par�cles easily penetrate
any gaps, and can create snowdri�s
inside unheated buildings.

Loca�on: Scotland

SPINDRIFT
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Wind-driven snow (spindri�) accumulates above the lee slopes of hills and mountains to form cornices. The
wind packs the snow par�cles together, allowing the cornices to slowly expand and overhang the slopes
below.

Loca�on: Aonach Mor, Scotland
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The snow in the lee of the wind
below the cornice tends to be
unconsolidated and liable to
avalanche.

Loca�on: Aonach Mor, Scotland

Cornices are inherently unstable
and liable to collapse. Here the
overhang has subsided leading to a
crack in the snow similar to a
crevasse in a glacier.

Loca�on: Scotland

CORNICE (continued)
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A windscoop is a curved hollow around a rock, kept clear of snow by the wind.

Loca�on: Corona�on Island, South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca
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Wind can pack snow par�cles (spindri�) together to form windslab as visible here on the le�. This can be
hard enough to walk on without sinking in. There is o�en an air gap between the windslab and the snow
below, so that when walking over windslab you can some�mes hear a so� thud as it subsides. Addi�onally,
because the windslab is only weakly linked to the snow below, on steep lee slopes it can break away to
create a windslab avalanche (see page 81). In this picture, the windslab on the right has been eroded by the
wind to form sastrugi, the wind blowing from upper le� to lower right. Loca�on: Antarc�ca
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Windslab can be eroded by the wind to create
ridges and furrows termed sastrugi. See also

the picture on the previous page.

Loca�ons right & below: Signy Island,
South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

In the above picture, the wind has been blowing le�
to right.

Loca�on: East Greenland

SASTRUGI
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Accumulated snow can catastrophically avalanche down a slope. There are three main types of
snow avalanche:
1) A powder snow avalanche from unconsolidated powder snow.
2) A windslab avalanche from windslab breaking off (as in the picture here).
3) A wet snow avalanche from mel�ng snow. Loca�on: East Greenland
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As well as snow avalanches
described on the previous page,
moving glacier ice can also calve

over cliffs to create ice
avalanches. The crack in the ice in

the top picture is a piece of ice
which is about to avalanche. The
result will be ice debris as shown

in the lower photograph.

Loca�on: Signy Island,
South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

ICE AVALANCHE
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Freshwater ice is solid, hard and
transparent unlike sea ice which
consists of thin plates of ice
interspersed with brine and which
is flexible and opaque.

Loca�on: Scotland

This shows a frozen shallow pond
in which ice started growing in the
form of needles, which have
subsequently expanded and
merged (see the lower photograph
of page 94 to see such ice needles
extending into waterlogged clay).

Loca�on: Scotland

FRESHWATER ICE
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Icicles form from water dripping out of soil, small watercourses or mel�ng snow which subsequently
freezes if the air temperature is below freezing

Loca�on: Scotland
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Hail consists of circular balls of ice formed in cumulonimbus clouds (thunderclouds) by strong upward
winds carrying rain to freezing levels.

Loca�on: Scotland
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In very cold air, par�cularly if there is a temperature inversion, moisture can freeze out of a clear sky. The
very small ice par�cles produced, known as diamond dust, are only visible when seen sparkling against the
sun. The above picture of Antarc�c sea ice in winter shows condi�ons when diamond dust was present,
although not visible in this direc�on (viewed away from the sun).

Loca�on: South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca
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Rime consists of droplets of cloud,
mist or fog which have frozen onto
rocks, structures or the ground and
built-up into horizontal columns
which face into the wind. On the
le�, the rime is covering a mast,
deposited by wind coming from
the le�. Below, the rime is on
fence posts, the wind having come
from the right.

Loca�ons: Scotland

RIME
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up to form rime ‘mushrooms’. Such rime can
contribute ice to glaciers below.

Loca�on: Mount Sarmiento (2,246 m),
Chile, Tierra del Fuego

Below mountain ridges, rime o�en has a
fluted appearance.

Loca�on: Mount Nivea (1,265 m), Corona�on
Island, South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

A close-up of rime on a mountain ridge showing
characteris�c rime hummocks on the ground.

Loca�on: Corona�on Island,
South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca

RIME (continued)
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Hoarfrost consists of ice covering
the ground and vegeta�on, formed
when water vapour condenses out
of clear air if the temperature is
below freezing – o�en just called
frost. If the temperature is below
freezing for several days, the
hoarfrost crystals grow bigger over
�me, as shown on the next pages.

Loca�ons: Scotland

HOARFROST
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Hoarfrost comes in many shapes and forms,
depending on the temperature and humidity of

the air when it formed. The top picture shows
angular ice crystals in the form of inverted cones

on top of a fence post, with a close-up of the
crystals in the middle picture.

The lower picture shows another fence post, this
�me with the crystals more like delicate flowers.

Loca�ons: Scotland

HOARFROST (continued)
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This shows hoarfrost in the form
of delicate ice flowers, a kind
common in snow and ice caves.
Crystals of hoarfrost called
depth hoar can also form under
snow in snowdri�s.

Loca�on: Scotland

Hoarfrost in the form of long, thick
needles on the top of a fence.

Loca�on: Scotland

HOARFROST (continued)
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Hoarfrost outlining the leaves of
tormen�l (Poten�lla erecta).

Loca�on: Scotland

HOARFROST (continued)

Hoarfrost outlining oak and
grass leaves.

Loca�on: Scotland
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Needle-like crystals on a frozen pond.

Hoarfrost pa�erns on frozen puddles
(le� & below).

Loca�ons: Scotland

HOARFROST on freshwater ice
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Needle ice consists of
agglomera�ons of long, thin ice

crystals below the surface of soil
and peat which form in freezing

temperatures. As the crystals
lengthen, they can li� up the soil

above in a process called
frost heave.

Loca�on: Scotland

NEEDLE ICE

This shows ice which has started to
form in mud, extending out in the

shape of long needles.

Loca�on: Spitsbergen, Svalbard
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Hair ice is composed of delicate
threads of ice which emerge from
ro�ng wood when the
temperature falls just below
freezing. It is thought that the
presence of a certain fungus assists
its forma�on.

Loca�on: Scotland

A close-up of hair ice, which has
the appearance of candy floss.

Loca�on: Scotland

HAIR ICE
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Verglas is a layer of clear ice covering the ground, rocks and structures. It is derived from rain or spray which
freezes on landing if the ground is at or below freezing. In the picture above, the verglas is derived from
spray from a waterfall which has encapsulated the plants in ice as it freezes.

Loca�on: South Georgia
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Various forms of ice can be found in permafrost (permanently frozen ground) but these are not all included
here. The most common type is perhaps an ice wedge which forms when meltwater flows into cracks in the
permafrost (caused by soil contrac�on) and then freezes. The above picture of massive ground ice shows ice
below the soil in permafrost which has been exposed by coastal erosion; its origin here is uncertain,
although possibly arising from past solifluc�on covering snowdri�s. See also page 118.

Loca�on: Prince Leopold Island, Canada
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Loca�ons where there are cycles of freezing
and thawing of the upper layers of the soil are
termed PERIGLACIAL areas. Such loca�ons
occur in the ice-free areas of glaciated
landscapes and also in cold loca�ons where no
glaciers are present. The freeze/thaw cycles
give rise to many features which are illustrated
in the following pages.

In polar regions, the periglacial areas are
underlain by permanently frozen ground
called PERMAFROST. In summer the surface
layer of the soil thaws out and this layer is
termed the ac�ve layer. This can can move
downhill under gravity over the permanently
frozen ground beneath in a process called
solifluc�on.

When glaciers, ice caps and ice sheets retreat
and disappear, their previous presence in the
landscape is indicated by many different
POSTGLACIAL features, also illustrated in the
pages which follow.
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PART 4. PERIGLACIAL & POSTGLACIAL FEATURES

Even in polar regions there are many areas free of
permanent snow and ice. This picture, taken at the
end of summer, shows a glacier descending through
a rocky landscape. Such ice-free areas in cold
climates are termed periglacial. They contain a
variety of characteris�c features as illustrated in
this sec�on.

Loca�on: Dundas Harbour, Devon Island, Canada
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When water freezes it expands in
volume, the volume decreasing

again when it melts. In such freeze-
thaw condi�ons, the con�nual

expansion-contrac�on of any water
held within rocks causes the rocks
to sha�er. This shows a small rock

on the ground which has
completely sha�ered in situ.

Loca�on: Svalbard

FROST SHATTERING

This shows a periglacial landscape
where frost sha�ering is causing

rock to break off cliffs, falling
below to form scree. Such frost

sha�ering above glaciers results
in lateral moraines, derived from

rocks which have fallen onto
the ice.

Loca�on: Devon Island, Canada
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Scree is an accumula�on of rocks
derived from those which have
fallen off cliffs. Frost sha�ering is
one of the main causes of scree
forma�on. Although scree is
common in periglacial regions, it is
also found in mountainous regions
generally. Large rocks tend to fall
further than small ones, so scree
tends to have smaller rocks at the
top and larger ones below.

Loca�on: Ben Nevis, Scotland

SCREE
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rocks on rela�vely gentle ground
in periglacial areas, par�cularly

on the tops of hills and
mountains, but also at low

al�tudes in polar regions. They
are the result of frost sha�ering

of the bedrock. See also the
lower picture on the next page.

Loca�on: Ben A�ow, Scotland

FELLFIELD

A fellfield on the summit of Ben
Nevis in Scotland.
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A cold desert is a desert in
periglacial regions where the
climate is too dry for plants to
grow.
Loca�on: Snow Hill Island, east side of

Antarc�c Peninsula

No plants are present here on this
fellfield, except perhaps for a few
small lichens growing on the rock.
Loca�on: Snow Hill Island, east side of

Antarc�c Peninsula

COLD DESERT
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MORAINE
The process of moraine forma�on is
discussed on pages 63 & 64. The glacier
shown here has brought down rocks
from upstream, which have been
deposited as moraine during its retreat.
Moraines remain in the landscape long
a�er the glacier has disappeared, as
illustrated on pages 127 & 128.

Loca�on: Spitsbergen, Svalbard

MORAINE &
BOULDER CLAY

BOULDER CLAY
Morainic material consists of a mixture
of clay, small rocks and boulders, known
as boulder clay. Unlike river deposits, the
material is unsorted, i.e. material of
different sizes is jumbled up together.
This shows an ancient deposit of boulder
clay at the base of a modern-day soil
profile.

Loca�on: Scotland
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This shows a dome of glacier ice overlain by morainic material, i.e. an ice-cored moraine (the main glacier is
visible beyond). As the ice melts, any incorporated rocks become concentrated at the surface; the ice core
below can persist for many years a�er the glacier has disappeared, the overlying rocks insula�ng the ice in
the same way as glacier tables and dirt cones.

Loca�on: Signy Island, South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca
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array of hummocks, slopes and
channels. The cracks visible here at

the bo�om le� suggest that the
moraines here are ice-cored, with the
overlying material slumping over the

ice into the channel. As the underlying
ice melts, very muddy condi�ons

result which make moraines
hard to traverse.

Loca�on: Spitsbergen, Svalbard

MORAINE (continued)

Un�l the underlying ice melts,
moraines are unstable habitats for

plants. Hence they are unvegetated
un�l the ground has stabilised and

soil movement has ceased; the
photograph on page 131 shows plants

beginning to colonise newly
stabilised moraine.

Loca�on: Spitsbergen, Svalbard
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Where the soil is moist and consists of a mixture of stones, gravel and clay, con�nual cycles of freezing and
thawing over �me sort the soil so that material of the same size groups together: the bigger stones are
pushed to the edge with smaller par�cles rising up in the middle – crea�ng what are called stone circles,
also known as frost boils. The process is complex and relates to the fact that, as the water in the soil freezes,
it expands in volume, contrac�ng again as it melts; this causes differen�al movement of the fine clay
par�cles and the larger stones. Pa�erned ground is the name given to loca�ons where such sor�ng has
taken place. Loca�on: Norway
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The circles above are no longer ac�ve, i.e. the sor�ng process has stopped, as indicated by the presence of
plants (mosses) in the centre of the circles. If ac�ve, with freeze-thaw cycles s�ll taking place, then the soil is
too unstable for plants to colonise.

Loca�on: Kvadehuken, Spitsbergen, Svalbard
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In this picture the circles or polygons consist of material all of a similar size, perhaps because the sediment
was rela�vely uniform to start with. Material is moving out from the centre of each circle, with plants
growing in the more stable areas between each one.

Loca�on: Kvadehuken, Spitsbergen, Svalbard
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SOLIFLUCTION
In summer, the unfrozen layer above the

permafrost (the ac�ve layer) can move
downhill under gravity in a process

called solifluc�on. This picture shows
how the ac�ve layer has moved to cover

raised beach deposits (dark stripes).

Loca�on: Devon Island, Canada

PATTERNED GROUND –
Solifluction &
Stone stripes

STONE STRIPES

On slopes, solifluc�on combined with
sor�ng results in stripes instead of

circles or polygons.

Loca�on: Spitsbergen, Svalbard
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A close-up of stone strips showing smaller stones
in the middle with the larger stones pushed to
the side.

Loca�on: Scotland

A wider view of the stripes in the top picture,
with a small dog for scale.

Loca�on: Scotland

Loca�on: Faeroe Islands

PATTERNED GROUND –
Stone stripes (continued)
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In periglacial condi�ons when the
underlying soil is frozen (permafrost),
in summer the surface layer, or ac�ve
layer, can slide downhill resul�ng in

solifluc�on lobes with a steep
downhill edge. Many lobes are visible

below the cliffs.

Loca�on: Beechey Island,
Canada

SOLIFLUCTION LOBES

A close-up of a solifluc�on lobe in
Arc�c tundra, showing a steep

downhill edge about one metre
high. See also the picture of a

fossil solifluc�on lobe
on page 136.

Loca�on: Gjoa Havn, King William
Island, Canada
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A ploughing boulder is one which moves downhill under gravity in freeze-thaw condi�ons, in this case
leaving a hollow behind showing the route it has taken. Downhill movement of the rock occurs when an ice
lens which has formed under the boulder melts, the boulder subsiding slightly downhill from its original
posi�on. Such boulders are common in the Sco�sh hills above about 700 metres al�tude.

Loca�on: Scotland
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In the Falkland Islands, ‘rivers’ of stone can be seen flowing down the hillsides, known as stone runs. They
can occur even on gentle slopes but their origin is obscure: they are thought to have formed in periglacial
condi�ons when the stones at the surface would have slid downhill over the frozen soil beneath. They are
inac�ve in today’s climate and could be millions of year old, only restar�ng their movement during ice ages.

Loca�on: Mount Vernet, Falkland Islands
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Note in this photograph how the
small stone runs coming down the
hillside are bent downhill as they
join the large stone run along the
bo�om of the valley. This indicates
that the large stone run has been
moving downhill in the past.

Loca�on: Princes Street, Mt Vernet,
Falkland Islands

This shows the start of a stone run:
frost sha�ering has caused blocks
of rock to break off the bedrock
and fall to the ground below. The
blocks then start their slow
downhill movement as stone runs.

Loca�on: Mount Maria,
Falkland Islands

STONE RUN (continued)
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The movement of glaciers can
erode rocks down to a fine

powder called rock flour. The
par�cles are deposited as clay in

moraines. Its presence is indicated
by a cloudy appearance in

meltwater, as in the lake below. It is
o�en blue-�nged as in the picture

on the right.

Loca�ons: Switzerland

ROCK FLOUR
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Meltwater streams and rivers below glaciers o�en have mul�ple or braided channels. This is because the
valley floors below glaciers tend to be gently sloping, being full of redistributed morainic material. The
muddy colour of meltwater streams is caused by the presence of rock flour.

Loca�on: Spitsbergen, Svalbard
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A pingo is an ice-cored hill formed when
ground water under pressure freezes, so

forcing upwards the ice above, which in �me
builds-up to form a soil-covered mound.

The lower picture shows a pingo where the
ice in the core has melted, leaving a water-
filled hollow at the top, similar to a crater.
Palsas (not illustrated) are found in Arc�c

peatland. They are similar to small pingos,
consis�ng of mounds of peat with an ice core.

Loca�on: East Greenland
Photos Sue Fenton

PINGO & PALSA
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Tundra is the name given to
unwooded vegetated areas beyond
the northern or southern limit for
trees, generally where the annual
temperature of the warmest
month is less than 10� Celsius.

Loca�on: Spitsbergen, Svalbard

Tundra soils tend to be deficient in
plant nutrients. This picture shows
a green area where nutrients from
bird droppings have fer�lised the
soil, derived from birds nes�ng on
the cliffs above. The orange is a
lichen; lichens, being hardy, are
par�cularly common in periglacial
areas.

Loca�on: Spitsbergen, Svalbard

TUNDRA
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When valley glaciers retreat,
they leave behind a

characteris�c U-shaped valley
with steep sides and a rela�vely

level bo�om, underlain by
glacial sediment.

Loca�on: Killin, Inverness-shire,
Scotland

U-SHAPED VALLEY

Loca�on: Strathmore, Wester Ross,
Scotland
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Glaciers can over-steepen valley sides through erosion so that when the ice retreats the side walls are no
longer held up by the ice and can collapse. Such a post-glacial landslip is visible here (arrowed).

Loca�on: Dalveen Pass, Scotland
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A large post-glacial landslip, the
top picture showing where the

rock collapsed, and the lower
picture where the rock debris has

spread over the landscape.

Loca�on: Beinn Alligin, Scotland

POSTGLACIAL
LANDSLIP
(continued)
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A strandflat is an area of rela�vely level ground between the mountains and the sea. Common in Svalbard
but rare in Antarc�ca, where such level ground is generally covered by an ice piedmont.

Loca�on: Spitsbergen, Svalbard
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As an ice sheet builds up and
thickens during an ice age, the

weight of the overlying ice
pushes the land surface

downwards to below sea level.
When the ice melts and the weight

is li�ed, the land rises up again.
Previous sea levels are shown by

the presence of raised beaches
(arrowed).

Loca�on: Wester Ross, Scotland

RAISED BEACH

The presence of a once higher sea
level is shown here by the

presence of an old sea cave now
distant from the sea.

Loca�on: Argyll, Scotland
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An arête is narrow mountain ridge caused by
erosion of both sides of a mountain by glacial
ac�on and frost sha�ering.

Loca�on: Pennine Alps, Switzerland

ARÊTE
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A corrie or cirque glacier is a
glacier in a ‘bowl’ on a mountain

as illustrated on the le�
(see also page 43).

Loca�on: Spitsbergen, Svalbard

COIRE or CIRQUE

Once the glaciers have gone, the
resultant ‘bowl’ in a mountain is

termed a corrie in Scotland, a
cwm in Wales or a cirque

elsewhere. Such a corrie is visible
here, with a characteris�c steep
backwall. O�en there is a small

lake below the backwall.
Loca�on: Beinn Dearg Mor, Scotland
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A ridge of moraine is visible at the bo�om of the photograph, the material having been deposited directly
on the underlying bedrock by a glacier about 10,000 years ago. It is the terminal moraine of a coire glacier,
the coire being behind the hill ridge in the foreground on the le�. See pages 63 & 64 for photographs of
ac�ve moraine forma�on.

Loca�on: Slioch, Scotland
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Moraines can be deposited by
glaciers as a group of hummocks.
The picture here shows extensive
hummocky moraine on a glacier,

perhaps formed in an eddy of the
glacier during a glacier surge (a

sudden accelerated downhill
movement of a glacier).
Loca�on: South Georgia

MORAINE –
Hummocky moraine

Hummocky moraine in a glaciated
valley, s�ll visible thousands of

years a�er the ice retreated.
Loca�on: Torridon, Scotland
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DRUMLIN

A drumlin, the green mound visible here, is an
elongated, smooth hillock of moraine origina�ng
from under ice sheets, and deposited at their
edge when they retreat. The orienta�on of their
long axis reflects the direc�on of ice movement.

Loca�on: Galloway, Scotland

ESKER
An esker is a long ridge of moraine which
originated under ice sheets or glaciers from
material deposited by under-ice meltwater
streams as shown below. In this picture the
brown ridge is a heather-covered esker
surrounded by forestry planta�ons.

Loca�on: Strathnairn, Scotland

This shows an ice cliff with an underwater
meltwater stream, indicated by the presence of
an ice cave created by the meltwater (arrowed).
Eskers originate from material deposited
by such streams.

Loca�on: Spitsbergen, Svalbard

MORAINE – Drumlin & Esker
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A protalus rampart is a moraine
at the base of a hillslope formed
when rocks and stones fell from

cliffs and rolled down over an ice
apron to accumulate at the

bo�om of the slope (arrowed).
Loca�on: St Kilda, Scotland

MORAINE –
Protalus rampart

This photograph shows the ac�ve
forma�on of a protalus rampart.

It is visible below the cliffs on the
right (arrowed), with rocks falling
over the ice apron through frost

sha�ering. In this loca�on,
though, most of the rocks are

falling directly into the sea.
Loca�on: Spitsbergen, Svalbard
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Rocks which fall onto a glacier can be carried long distances by the ice, and when the glacier retreats the
rocks can be deposited far way from the original rock outcrop. These rocks are termed erra�cs. This picture
shows erra�cs on a moraine, showing how different rock types from various loca�ons have been brought
downstream and deposited when the glacier retreated.

Loca�on: Spitsbergen, Svalbard
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This shows a large erra�c
deposited on the bedrock,

supported by three small
erra�cs.

Loca�on: Isle of Coll, Scotland

ERRATIC (continued)

Pink erra�cs of sandstone
deposited on grey gneiss

bedrock, indica�ng the rocks
were transported a considerable

distance from their point of
origin by the ice.

Loca�on: Wester Ross, Scotland
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ICE-SMOOTHED ROCK
The movement of glacier ice over
the ground can smooth off the
underlying bedrock, assisted by
the sandpaper effect of rock debris
carried along by the ice. Such
smoothed bedrock is visible here,
although much is
moss-covered.

Loca�on: Argyll, Scotland

STRIATIONS
Rocks incorporated in the ice can
scratch the underlying rock,
resul�ng in stria�ons (arrowed).
There are also circular prehistoric
carvings of cup-and-ring marks
visible here.

Loca�on: Argyll, Scotland

ICE-SMOOTHED ROCK
& STRIATIONS
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A roche moutonnée is a rock outcrop which has been smoothed by ice movement on the upstream side,
with rocks plucked off by the ice on the downstream side, resul�ng in small cliffs. Here, thousands of years
ago, the overlying ice would have been flowing right to le�.

Loca�on: Wester Ross, Scotland
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When an ice sheet retreats, some�mes a block of
ice is le� behind, par�cularly if protected from
immediate mel�ng by overlying moraine (ice-
cored moraine). A�er all the ice has melted, it
leaves behind a hollow which fills with water to
form a ke�le hole. The lake visible here
originated in this manner.

Loca�on: Loch Kinnord, Muir of Dinnet, Scotland

This and the lower picture, taken in the Arc�c,
demonstrate, on a small scale, the origin of ke�le
holes. Brash ice and growlers are visible washed
up on the shore, which subsequent wave ac�on
can surround with stones and gravel.

Loca�on: Prince Leopold Island, Canada

When the ice melts, hollows are le� behind as
shown here on a raised beach (indica�ng the
land is rising with respect to the sea).

Loca�on: Beechey Island, Canada

KETTLE HOLE



This shows a fossil solifluc�on lobe, i.e. one which is not ac�ve today. When ac�ve in previous periglacial
condi�ons the stony ground would have moved downhill le� to right, with a steep edge on the downhill side.
See also page 112.

Loca�on: Cairngorms, Scotland

FOSSIL SOLIFLUCTION LOBE

136
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Climate change is resul�ng in significant warming of polar regions, causing the permafrost to melt in
some parts of the Arc�c. Soil underlain by permafrost has a high ice content, so when the ice melts there
can be collapse of the soil as illustrated in the above two photographs.

Loca�on: Herschel Island, Canada



The author in his early years on the summit of Wave Peak (960 m), Corona�on Island,
South Orkney Islands, Antarc�ca. In the background is Signy Island surrounded by the
frozen Weddell Sea. He was working for the Bri�sh Antarc�c Survey at the �me, based at
the research sta�on on Signy Island.

James Fenton is an ecologist based in Scotland who has always had a fascina�on for snow and
ice. He started his career as a scien�st with the Bri�sh Antarc�c Survey and since then has led ski
expedi�ons to Svalbard in the Arc�c and lectured on many polar cruises, mainly for Lindblad
Expedi�ons. James is a long-term member of the Sco�sh Arc�c Club. In 2021 he published the
two-volume An Illustrated Book of Peat. The life and death of bogs: A new synthesis.

www.fenton.scot
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This book is an introduc�on to polar and other glacial landscapes. It shows the
difference between ice sheets, ice caps and glaciers, illustrates the different
types of sea ice, and introduces many other kinds of ice and snow. It includes
many periglacial features, i.e. those occurring in cold but ice-free areas, and
also provides an introduc�on to the landscapes le� behind once the ice has
retreated (postglacial features).

The polar regions are warming at a greater rate than most other parts of the
planet – which has major long-term implica�ons for the climate. This book, in
helping people understand the characteris�cs of such ice-dominated
landscapes, is therefore essen�al reading for those interested in climate
change.

It is also an essen�al guide to those travelling to high la�tudes, whether visi�ng
as a tourist or researcher – or from the comfort of an armchair.

“There is a great value to polar travellers in carrying this booklet
with them, and it makes for a good li�le gi� to a student or friend
travelling to the Arc�c and Antarc�c regions.”

Arc�c, Antarc�c & Alpine Research, Review of 1st Edi�on (2009)


